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Abstract
We introduce the antibunching effect for the q-electromagnetic field, and study this kind
nonclassical properties of k-component q-coherent states given by Kuang et al.[Phys.Lett.A173(1993)1].
The results show that all of them show antibunching effect.
Recently, coherent states of quatum algebras [1-31 (q-CSs) have attracted a lot of attention due
to their maybe applications in many fields of physics and mathematical physics [4-5]. The Glauber-
typed q-CSs [6-71 have been studies in great detail and applied widely to various concrete physical
problems [s]. In the refrences I_-1°1, the even and odd q-CSs representations were constructed and
the squeezing properties of them were discussed. The even and odd q-CSs are defined to be the
eigenstates of the square (aq2) of the q-annihilation operator. More recently, k-component q-CSs
were introduced and their properties were investigated by Kuang et al. [111. On the basis of this
work, in this paper, we study the antibunching effect of them, because of this effect has the typical
nonclassical property. Squeezing properties of them were investigated by us 1121.
The k-component (k is an integer and k >_ 3) q - CSs were given by fill
oo zkn+i
Iz, k,i z I 'k)  _-022V/lk + ilq!I kn + i >q,(i =O,l,'",k-1), (1)
|z 12(k'_+O
,(i = 0, 1,2,...,k- 1) (2)
m,([ z 12, k) = _=o _/'[kn+ i]z!
where z is a complex number, the q-fractorial [n]_! = [n]q[n- 1]q... [1]q with the q-number
[X]q = (qX _ q-X/(q _ q-l). Their actions on the basis vectors are
a_+= il. In+ l>q,aq[n >q= [_q[n-l>q. (3)
It is easy to prove that the k states of (1) arc all the eigenstates of the operator akq(k >_ 3) with
the same eigenvahle z k.
It is well known that, when the second-order correlation function of a light fieldlialg(2)(0) < 1, one
says that the light field exhibits an antibunching effect. In a similar way, we introduce a second-
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order q-correlation function for the q-light field,
q ttqg_) = _ <t a+s_2>_
q <[ aCaq I>q 2' (4)
If the second-order q-correlation function of the q-light field gq(2)(0) < 1,we say that the q-light
field exhibits the antibunching effect. Now, we study the antibunching effect of the k states given
by (1).
Using the relations Illl,
m zmA- 1/2 A 1/2aq Iz, k,O>,j= o ._.k-mlz,k,k-m>q,(m= l,2,'",k), (5)
for the k states of (1), it is easy to prove that the relations hold:
q < Z,k,0 I +aq aq ]z, k, 0 >q=l z Is Ak-1/Ao, (6)
q < z,k, m l aqaq+ I z, k,m >q=] z ]2 Am-1/Am,(m = 1,2,.-. ,k- 1),
< z,k,01a +221z ,k,0 >q=] z 14Ak-2/Ao,q _q
q < z, k, 1 I ,.,+2_2 ]4 Ak-1/A1,
-q % l z, k, 1 >_=l z
q < z, k, m ] a +2 .2 ] z, k, m >q=[ z ]4 A,,,_2/Am, (m = 2, 3,..., k - 1).q ttq
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By means of (6)-(10) the q-coherent degrees of the second order of the k states given by (1) can
be obtained,respectively, they are
(2) q < Z,k,0 I a +2-2 I Z,k,0 >q
gqo (0) = q _q
q < z,k, O la+aq [ z,k,0 >_
q tXq
g_2)(0 ) =q < z,k, l la+2_2lz, k, 1 >q
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Substituting (2) into (11), we obtain
AoAk-2
- A__x, (11)
AIAk-1
- A_ (12)
,(m= 2,3,...,k- 1). (13)
co m 1
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where x =1 z IS.Consider k _> 3, while [rt]q > [n -- 1]q > 1, therefore we have
E [/cnl,,!lk m _/on + k- 2]q! > E [kn -1t- k- llq![krn- kT/. --1-k llq!' (15)
n=0 n=O
and hence fq,(x) > fq2(x), so that g_20) > 1 when x < 1, However, when x > 1, there surely exist
values of x (e.g.,x k > fql(x)/fq2(x)) for which the relation holds:
g_2)(O)_ fq,(x) < 1. (16)
x%_(x)
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Therfore, the state I z, k, 0 >q may exhibis antibunching effect when x > 1. Substituting (2) into
(12), we have
Obviously,
m 1 m 1
[kn + 1]q![km- kn + k- llq! < _ [kn]q![km- kn]q!' (18)
n=O 71=0
so that fq3(x) < fq4(x). Therefore g_,])(0) < xk,i.e., when x < 1,g_21)(0) < 1. From (2) and (13),
we obtain
oo 1
oo 1
_'_nO¢=Om[n.2_l,]:ln,,xkn 1 ¢0 llqx _ [m- llq_],_=o[n + llqx_(19)I - l,-I 1,. [,_-21,,![-d_! _,,=o[n + oo
[n+l],l [m]q
_,_=o {[kn+m-1],j!}2 {ira- 1]_!}"
Obviously,
LFrom Eq. (19) ,we obtain
oo
lim _[n + l]_x k" = [1]q = 1, (20)
x--*O n=O
lira g[,_)_(O)< lira [m- 1]qE,_°_=0[n+ 1]qX_ _
•-0 . _-0 [._1. [m].
[m- 1].
<1. (21)
Therefore, the states I z, k, m >q (m = 2, 3,..., k - 1) exhibit antibunching effect when x _ 0.
We sum up the above results and obtain that all of the k states given by (1) show the antibunching
effect, i.e., they are all nonclassical states.It had been proved p_I that the k states is the complete,
therefore, they form a nonclassical cmplete representation. For example, in this picture,the q-
coherent state [ z >q may be expressed as:
k-1
Iz>,_= exp(-I z 12/2) _ A_/2(I z 12,k)Iz,k,i>q
i=0
(22)
k become the statesIt is interesting to note that when q --* 1, the eigenstates of the operator aq
considered in our paper p,l. Therefore, this letter is a generalization of our paperP4] in the condition
q-deformed.
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